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Generalizing Cook and Pryce’s construction procedures for geodetic blocks, an 
operation in geodetic graphs is discussed consisting of “pulling” a subgraph 
homeomorphic to a complete graph. This unifies and generalizes several of the 
known constructions of geodetic graphs. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Fundamental notions of graph theory will be used in the sense of [ 1 ] or 
[7]. If G is a graph then V(G) and E(G) denote its vertex set and edge set, 
respectively. If IV= v,vz .e. uk is a u,-uk walk then for 1 < i <j < k we 
define the vrvj section of W as the walk uivitl ... vj. The symbol W-’ 
denotes the reverse walk ukvk-i ... vi. Sometimes it is convenient to 
consider W as a subgraph of G consisting of the vertices and edges in W. 
The cardinality of a set M is denoted by ]M(, but if W is a walk then ] WI 
denotes the length of W. A u-v geodesic in a graph G is a shortest u-v path 
P, thus the distance d,(u, v) = IPJ. A subgraph H of G is said to be 
geodetically closed in G if for any two vertices U, u E V(H) every U-V 
geodesic of G belongs to H. A suspended path in G is a path P with the 
property that every internal vertex of P has degree 2 (relative to G), i.e., if 
P=v,v,..* vk then deg,(vJ = 2 whenever 1 < i < k. An even walk is a walk 
of even length; an odd walk has odd length. If Z is an even closed walk of 
length 2k and u E V(Z) then the unique vertex V of Z with the property that 
Z can be decomposed into two sections v-5 and 5-v of the same length k is 
said to be Z-opposite to v. For some closed walks W, , W,, and W, we will 
write that W, = W, + W, (mod 2) if for any edge e we will have Ii(e) = 
t,(e) + tJ(e) (mod 2), where ti(e) denotes the number of occurrences of e in 
Wi (i = 1, 2, 3). A graph H is called a subdivision of a graph B if H is 
formed from B by the insertion of one or several new vertices into some 
edges of B. The old vertices are called basic vertices and the suspended paths 
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of H corresponding to the edges of B are called segments. If H is a 
subdivision of a complete graph K, then the basic vertices as well as the 
segments of H are uniquely determined whenever n # 3. In the case when 
n = 3 they will be usually prescribed or determined by other conditions. If H 
is a subgraph of a graph G, where H is a subdivision of a graph B, then H is 
said to be suspended in G if every segment of H is suspended in G. Two 
graphs are said to be homeomorphic if they or some of their subdivisions are 
isomorphic. 
A graph G is said to be geodetic if, given any pair of vertices u and v of 
G, there exists a unique u-v geodesic in G. Geodetic graphs were first 
defined by Ore [ 121, who proposed to characterize them. However, this 
problem appeared to be rather difficult and thus also partial questions are of 
interest. The first systematic works on geodetic graphs are the doctoral 
theses of Watkins [21] and Stemple [ 171. Some of the results appeared later 
in their joint paper [20], where planar geodetic graphs have been charac- 
terized. Since a graph is geodetic iff each of its blocks is geodetic 1201, it is 
sufficient to study geodetic blocks only. Geodetic graphs of diameter 2 have 
been investigated in [ 11, 18, and 221; Stemple [18] gave a structural 
description of such graphs in terms of the number of vertices, degrees, and 
complete subgraphs (see also the survey article by Bosik [2]). However, 
constructive procedures for all such graphs are not known. Further progress 
has been done in the constructions of geodetic graphs of higher diameter. 
Now we briefly describe those constructions. 
A graph Kf, is a homeomorph of a complete graph K, with basic vertices 
24 1 Ye**, u, (n > 1) together with a function i which assigns nonnegative 
integers i(u,) to the basic vertices such that, given two basic vertices U, and 
us, the u,-U, segment has length i(q) + 1 + i(u,). In other words, Kk can be 
obtained from K, by inserting i(u,) new vertices into each edge incident with 
u, (r = l,..., n). The number i(q) will be referred to as the basic-vertex 
number of u,. Graphs Kk were introduced by Plesnik in ] 151, where their 
geodeticity was shown and then the result of Stemple and Watkins [20] was 
reformulated: a geodetic block is planar iff it is a Kf, with 2 <n < 4. In 
addition, the conjecture has been raised that also for n > 5 if a geodetic 
block is homeomorphic to K, then it is a Kk. Zelinka [23] verified this 
conjecture in the case when every segment is a geodesic. The definite 
verification of the conjecture is due to Stemple [ 191 (who worked indepen- 
dently of Zelinka) and hence 
THEOREM A. A homeomorph of a complete graph K, is geodetic ~jjf it is 
a Kk. 
Note that for any geodetic homeomorph of a complete graph K, with 
s > 3 the basic-vertex numbers are uniquely determined and can be easily 
found by counting them in some cycles consisting of three segments. 
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One of the crucial results in proving Theorem A was the following 
theorem which completes the Zelinka result and is also of independent 
interest. This theorem has been stated in [ 181 and explicitly proved by 
Stemple in [ 191. 
THEOREM B. In a geodetic block d@erent from a cycle, any suspended 
path is a geodesic. 
Consequently, Stemple [ 191 gives 
THEOREM C. In a geodetic graph G, any suspended subgraph H 
homeomorphic to a complete graph I(, with s > 3 is geodetica& closed. 
Another class of geodetic blocks is given in Plesnik [ 161. The substantial 
part of it can be described as follows: 
Given a complete graph K,, decompose it into mutually edge-disjoint 
complete nontrivial subgraphs, say, H,, Hz,..., H,.. Let p(i) denote the 
number of graphs Hj containing a vertex vi. Now we construct a geodetic 
block K,* by replacing every vertex ui by a star K,,,u,. More precisely, we 
split every vertex ui into p(i) + 1 vertices up, U; ,..., ~7’~’ so that H,, H, ,..., H, 
will be mutually vertex-disjoint and then join VP to each ni by an edge for 
j = 1,2,...,p(i). More generally, given an integer s > 1, one can join VP to U{ 
by a suspended path of length s to get a geodetic block K,*(s). Moreover, to 
this K,*(s) a bottom can be added as follows. Take a complete graph K, and 
join each of its vertices to every vertex up by a suspended path of length 
s + 1. The graph K,**(s) obtained this way is still a geodetic block [ 161. 
Note that some Kz are geodetic blocks with minimum degree at least 3 (even 
with a high connectivity) and diameter 4 or 5 [16]. No other examples of 
such blocks with diameter at least 3 are known till now. 
Recently two important generalizations of the preceding constructions 
appeared. The first is due to Cook and Pryce [5]. They observed that K,*(s) 
as well as K,**(s) can be obtained from some KL by a certain operation 
which can be seen as pulling subgraphs homeomorphic to complete graphs. 
(In the construction of a K,* the subgraphs then change to H, ,..., H,.) They 
also show how such a process can be applied to the obtained geodetic block. 
The second contribution is due to Parthasarathy and Srinivasan [ 131, who 
proved that the construction procedure for K,*(s) is applicable to any 
geodetic block G and that the graph G*(s) obtained this way is a geodetic 
block. In particular, if a geodetic block G is decomposed into complete 
graphs H, ,..., H,, where every Hi = K,, then G*(s) is a homeomorph of G 
obtainable from G also by inserting 2s new vertices into every edge. 
According to a footnote in [ 13 ] this special case was described by Stemple 
in his thesis [ 171. 
In this paper we generalize the Cook-Pryce operation to work in arbitrary 
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geodetic blocks. The class of geodetic blocks obtained thus includes as 
special cases the classes constructed in [5] (and hence those in [ 161) and, in 
some sense, also those from [ 131. 
Finally, let us note that recently Hit [lo] discovered a further 
construction which consists in extending some vertices of a geodetic block. 
(For example, the complete graph K, can be extended to obtain the Petersen 
graph.) Although this construction needs rather strong assumptions, 
nevertheless it gives all the homeomorphs of the Petersen graph described in 
[ 151, all the homeomorphs KL of a complete graph K, [ 151, and infinitely 
many new geodetic graphs. As it is not closely related to our results, we will 
not describe it in detail. 
2. AUXILIARY RESULTS 
Before discussing the promised operation, we need some definitions and 
assertions. 
Let u 1, u2, and u3 be three distinct vertices of a geodetic graph G and let 
us denote by P, the ul-u2 geodesic, by P, the uz-u, geodesic and by P, the 
u,-u, geodesic. Then the closed walk P,P, P, is called a 3-geodesic round. 
We say that the paths P,, P,, and P, are the sides and u,, u2, and u3 are the 
basic vertices of this 3-geodesic round; Pi and ui are said to be mutually 
opposite for i = 1, 2, 3. If some side of a 3-geodesic round Z contains the 
opposite basic vertex then Z is said to be degenerate; otherwise, 
nondegenerate. (Note that a graph formed by a degenerate round is a path.) 
LEMMA 1. Let Z be a nondegenerate 3-geodesic round in a geodetic 
graph G. If Z is of even length 2k then: 
(a) For every basic vertex ui of Z the Z-opposite vertex Ei is an 
internal vertex of the opposite side to ui and the urzii geodesic has length 
less than k. 
(b) No side of Z is suspended. 
Proof: (a) The lengths of the sides are distances and therefore the sum 
of any two of them is greater than or equal to the third. However, equality 
here implies that the two sides are sections of the third (as G is geodetic), 
which is impossible since Z is nondegenerate. Therefore Ui is an internal 
vertex of the opposite side to Pi ; in addition, the subgraph of G consisting of 
the elements of Z is not a path. Then the urCi section of Z and the walk 
reverse to the zi-ui section of Z, are two distinct Ui-~i walks of length k and 
hence the ui-Pi geodesic in G is shorter. 
(b) Let ul, u2, and uJ be the basic vertices of Z and let z.7, be the 
Z-opposite vertex to u, . If the u,-u, side is suspended then the u,-U1 
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geodesic P must contain one of its ends, say, u,. But then, by part (a), the 
u,-u* section of P is shorter than the ui-u2 side, a contradiction. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 1. Let Z be an odd 3-geodesic round in a geodetic graph G. If 
at least one side of Z is suspended (in G), then Z is geodetically closed. 
Proof. Let 24, u2. and u3 be the basic vertices of Z and let the side u2-u3 
be suspended. As Z is of odd length, it has the form depicted in Fig. 1, where 
the uI-uz geodesic P, is represented by the dashed line, the u2-u3 geodesic P, 
by the wavy line and the u3-uI geodesic P, by the solid line, and u; is the 
last common vertex of P, and P;’ (possibly u; = u,). We see that the sides 
of Z form a graph which consists of a u i-u; path, which is the ui-u; section 
of P, as well as of Pz’, and of an odd cycle Z’, formed by the u{-uz section 
of p,, the path P,, and the u~-u; section of P; ‘. Suppose, for a 
contradiction, that there exists an x-y geodesic P (the dotted line in Fig. 1) 
with x,y E V(Z) and P g Z. As the sides are geodesics and P, is suspended, 
neither x nor y lie on the u,--ui section. Therefore, we may assume that x 
belongs to the u;-u2 section of P, and y to the uJ-u; section of P,. We will 
assume that among all geodesics between the u;-uz section of P, and the 
u3-u; section of P,, the vertex x is chosen as the nearest to U; and then, for 
this fixed x. the vertex y, the second end of P, is chosen to be the nearest to 
u3. Now we are going to prove that the closed walk Z, = x-u,-u,-y-x 
consisting of the x--u* section of P,, the path P, , the u3-x section of P,, and 
the path P-’ is odd. Two cases are distinguished. 
(1) Let y = uX. Then x # u, and Z, can be considered as a 3-geodesic 
round with the sides: x-u2 section of P,, u2-u3 path P, and y-x path P-‘. 
As P $C Z, u2 does not belong to P-’ and Z, is a nondegenerate round. Since 
the path P, is suspended, Z, is odd by Lemma l(b). 
(2) If y # uj, then the choice of y implies that the joining of the X-U, 
"1 
"3 
FIGURE 1 
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section of P, and the u2-u3 path P, gives the x--u3 geodesic. This path, the 
u,-y section of P,, and the path P-’ can be taken as the sides of Z,, which 
is therefore a nondegenerate 3-geodesic round. If Z, is even, then, by 
Lemma l(a), the Z,-opposite vertex ff to x is an internal vertex of the side 
u,--y and the x-2 geodesic is shorter than the x-q-u,-5 path in Z’, which is 
impossible due to the choice of y. Thus Z, must be odd also in this case. 
Since both the cycle Z’ and the closed walk Z, are odd, the closed walk 
Z, = u;-x-y-u; consisting of the ui-x section of P, , the x-y path P, and the 
y-u; section of P,, must be even (because Z’ = Z, + Z, (mod 2)). As these 
three paths are geodesics in G, Z, can be considered as a nondegenerate 
3-geodesic round with these sides. Then, by Lemma l(a), the Z,-opposite 
vertex 7 to y lies on the side ui-x and the 7-y geodesic is shorter than the 
jr-y path consisting of the 7-x section of P, and the path P. But this 
contradicts the choice of x because jj is a better vertex. Q.E.D. 
Note that the assumptions in Theorem 1 cannot be dropped. Thus, 
Theorem 1 does not hold for even 3-geodesic rounds because of Lemma 1. 
And, the assumption that at least one side is suspended is also substantial, as 
shown in Fig. 2, where Z is of length 9 and is depicted by the dotted line and 
the basic vertices are tl, , u2, and u3. Finally, the same example demonstrates 
that the theorem cannot be directly extended to k-geodesic rounds when 
k > 4. (A k-geodesic round with the basic vertices U, , u2,..., uk is the closed 
walk consisting of the k geodesics uI-uz, u2-u3,..., ukPI-uk, and uk-uI .) In 
Fig. 2, let uq be the second vertex of the uJ-uI geodesic. Then the 4-geodesic 
round Z with the basic vertices u,, u2, u3, and u, is odd, the side u3-uJ is 
suspended, but Z is not geodetically closed. 
FIGURE 2 
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3. THE OPERATION OF PULLING 
Let G be a graph and H be a subgraph of G which is a subdivision of a 
complete graph K, with s > 2. Further, let U, , u2 ,..., U, be the basic vertices 
of H. If each segment of H is suspended (relative to G) and has length at 
least 3, then we can construct a new graph d in the following three steps: 
(1) Delete all vertices of H excepting the basic vertices U, ,..., u,. 
(2) Add a new graph fi homeomorphic to K, with basic vertices 
,. 
A u, ,***, us, where a ci-z;i segment has length equal to the length of the u[--u~ 
segment in H decreased by two. 
(3) For i = I,..., s add a new edge uiiii. 
This operation will be referred to as pulling H in G. Figure 3 illustrates 
pulling with s = 5. Note that if s = 2 then G = 6. 
The operation of pulling has been introduced and applied by Cook and 
Pryce in [5], where they proved that if G is a Kk and the basic-vertex 
number i(uk) > 0 for k = l,..., s, then the graph d will be geodetic. Further 
they showed that the operation of pulling can be repeated, i.e., applied to a 
new subgraph H’ of 6, etc., whenever all the basic-vertex numbers of the 
pulled subgraph are positive. 
Our aim is to generalize the result of Cook and Pryce. In what follows we 
assume that the graph G is geodetic and hence (by Theorems C and A) H is 
a Kf . As pulling with s = 2 is not interesting, we assume that s > 3. 
It is clear from the definition of “pulling” that the condition that each 
segment of H has length at least 3 is necessary for the operation of pulling to 
be valid. That it is not sufficient for the geodeticity of 6 may be seen from 
the graph shown in Fig. 4, where G is a geodetic graph K: and s = 3 (there 
are two x-y geodesics in 6). To ensure the geodeticity of d a stronger 
condition must be assumed. We will show that the condition of Cook and 
Pryce will suffice also for our purposes; therefore we state it explicitly. 
FIGURE 3 
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FIGURE 4 
DEFINITION. A graph Kf is said to satisfy the basic-vertex-number- 
positivity condition iff the basic-vertex number i(uk) > 0 for k = 1, 2,..., s. 
We now define another condition closely related to this. 
DEFINITION. A graph Kf is said to satisfy the strong triangle inequality 
iff for any three basic vertices u,, uz, uj, the sum of lengths of any two of 
the three segments ur-z+, u*-u~, and uJ--uI is greater than or equal to the 
length of the third segment plus 3. 
LEMMA 2. For any graph Kf the basic-vertex-number-positivity condition 
is equivalent to the strong triangle inequality. 
ProoJ Consider any three basic vertices ur , u2, and u,. Let i,, i,, and i, 
be its vertex numbers, respectively. Further, let the lengths of the segments 
u,-u,, uz-uJ, and u,-ur be a3, a,, and a,, respectively. Since a, = i, + 
i,+l, a,=i,+i,+l, and a,=i,+i,+l, we have: a,+a,>a,+3 iff 
i, > 1, a, + a3 > a2 + 3 iff i, > 1, and a2 + a3 > a, + 3 iff i, > 1. Q.E.D. 
The following two lemmas describe some elementary properties of the 
graphs fi and G described in the definition of pulling. 
LEMMA 3. If H fulfills the strong triangle inequality then the graph I? is 
geodetically closed in 6 and any segment of I? is a geodesic. 
Proof. By Theorem C, Lemma 2, and Theorem A, the graph H is a Kf 
with vertex numbers i(uj) > 1. Then & is a homeomorph of K, with vertex 
numbers i(Cj) = i(uj) - 1 > 0 and so, fi is geodetic by Theorem A. 
Assume that H is not geodetically closed. Then there exists a ii-lij 
geodesic P of G with a zi,-uls section ?? such that excepting li, and as no 
element of 3 lies in fi. Clearly, j; is of the form uI,u, - u,u”,, where the 
up-uq section S exists also in G. Let x denote the length of S and let the 
length of the 1;,4, segment in A be y. Then we have y > x + 2. On the other 
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hand, according to the definition of fi, length of the up-u, segment of H is 
2 + y < x as H is geodetically closed in G (see Theorems B and C). This is a 
contradiction. 
Finally, we see that the strong triangle inequality for H implies the strict 
triangle inequality for I? (i.e., the sum of lengths of any two segments z?&~ 
and z?,-tik is greater than the length of U”,-ak segment). Hence any segment of 
f? must be a geodesic. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 4. Let ui and uj be two basic vertices of H. Then in the graph G’, 
there exists a unique ui-uj geodesic P. This geodesic is of the form ~~u”~--zi~u~, 
where ui-zij is a segment of I? and thus P has length equal to d,(u,, uj). 
Proof Let P be a u,-u~ geodesic in 6. Assume that there exists a up-u, 
section S of P, where u, and uq are two basic vertices of H and S contains 
no vertex of &. Then S exists also in G and so, the length of S does not 
exceed the length of the up-uq segment T in H. But T is a geodesic of G (by 
Theorem B). Therefore S and T are two distinct u,-u, geodesics of G, a 
contradiction. Hence every uruj geodesic P in d has all internal vertices 
situated in fi and therefore is of the form uiUlrtijuj, where 6,-cj is a segment 
of fi. By Lemma 3 there is exactly one ci-l;i geodesic in H and so P is 
unique. According to the definition of G, the length of P is equal to the 
length L of the ui-uj segment of H, i.e., L = d,(ui, uj). Q.E.D. 
The following lemma is a special case of the result of Cook and Pryce (5 1, 
but for the reader’s convenience we give also a proof. 
LEMMA 5. Let G and H, H E G, be geodetic subdivisions of K, and K,, 
respectively. Then pulling H in G results in a geodetic graph G whenever H 
fu&lls the strong triangle inequality. 
Proof. By Theorem A and Lemma 2 one can suppose that G is a K6 with 
basic-vertex numbers i,, i,, i,, i,, and that H has positive basic-vertex 
numbers i, , i,, and i,. Then pulling H in G gives a homeomorph G of K, 
with basic-vertex numbers i, - 1, i, - 1, i, - 1, i, . Thus by Theorem A, the 
graph d is geodetic. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 2. Let G be a geodetic graph containing a suspended 
subdivision H of a complete graph K, with s > 2. Assume that H fulfills the 
strong triangle inequality. Then the operation of pulling H in G results in a 
geodetic graph 6. Moreover, tf G is a block and the degree of every basic 
vertex of H in H is less than that in G, then G will be a block. 
Proof. As mentioned above, when s = 2 then d is isomorphic to G and 
so, we can assume that s > 3. Further, it is evident that the connectedness of 
G implies the connectedness of G. Moreover, if G is a block, then the 
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assumption about the basic vertices of H ensures that no vertex lij can be a 
cutvertex; obviously, another vertex of G cannot be a cutvertex too. 
Therefore, to complete the proof of the geodeticity of 6, it is sufftcient to 
prove that any two vertices of 6 are connected by at most one shortest path. 
Suppose, for a contradiction, that there are two vertices x and y of G 
connected by two distinct x-y geodesics Q, and Q,. We can suppose that Q, 
and Q, are internally disjoint (otherwise there are internally disjoint x,-y, 
sections S, of Q, and S, of Q2 and we can take S, and S, for Q, and Qz, 
respectively). We will consider three cases. 
Case 1. Both x and y belong to V(@ U {u, ,..., u,). By Lemmas 3 and 4 
this case is not possible (because any section of a geodesic must be a 
geodesic). 
Case 2. Both x and y belong to V(G) - V(k). As G is geodetic, this 
case is excluded by Lemma 4. 
Case 3. One of the vertices x and y, say, x belongs to V(A) and the 
other (y) to V(G) - (V(A) U {u,,..., u,}). As fi is geodetically closed 
(Lemma 3), Q, consists of three sections: an x-tii geodesic lying in fi, the 
edge uliui, and the u,y geodesic lying in G. The structure of Q2 is similar. 
The union of Q, and Q2 is a cycle which includes either one, or two, or three 
segments of I? (because the segments of Z? are geodesics by Lemma 3 and 
so, no Qi can contain two whole segments of I?). Now these three 
possibilities will be discussed, but for reasons of symmetry it is sufficient to 
consider only the three cases depicted in Fig. 5, where Q, is represented by 
the dashed line, Q2 by the dotted line, and segments of H by the fat lines. 
Case 3(a) (see Fig. 5a). The vertex x lies on a segment ii--t;i, Q, has the 
form X-u i^Ui-Y, and Q2 is of the form X-ziiU,-Y. By Lemma 4 the length of the 
geodesic Uiu^i-2ijUj (in G) is equal to the length of the u,--u~ segment of H. 
Therefore this segment contains a vertex x,, with the property that 
d,(Ui, x0) = d~(ui, X) and d,(x,, uj) = C&(X, Uj). But then there are two X,-Y 
geodesics in G; one consists of the x0-ui section of the uj-ui segment in H 
and the ui-y section of Q, , the other consists of the x0-uj section of the ZJ-U,~ 
segment in H and the uJ-y section of Q2. Hence the Case 3(a) is not 
possible. 
Case 3(b) (see Fig. 5b). The vertex x lies on a segment UIrUIp, Q, has the 
form x-iiiui-y, and Q2 is of the form x-zi,-liju,-y. The sections u,-y and 
y-uj as well as the u,-ui segment of H are geodesics in G and obviously form 
a nondegenerate 3-geodesic round C,; even C, is a cycle. We are going to 
prove that C, is an odd cycle. The 3-geodesic round Tin fi consisting of the 
segments z2+Zj, z?-z&,, and ti,-{,. is odd (Lemma 3 and Theorems B and C). 
Further, let C, be a cycle of G consisting of the geodesics u,--y, y-uj, and 
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UjZi,-u”iUi (see Lemma 4). AS the cycle Q, Q;’ is even and Q, Q;’ = T + eij 
(mod 2), the cycle cij is odd. Since C, and eij have the same length, C, is 
odd and so, by Theorem I, C, is geodetically closed in G. 
Now consider a cycle Z consisting of the uO-ui segment of H, the u,-y 
section of Q,, the y-u, section of Q;‘, and the u,-u,, segment of H. We see 
that the length of Z is two more than the length of Q, Q;’ and so, Z is an 
even cycle in G. Let 7 be the Z-opposite vertex to y. As x lies on the u^,-ulP 
segment of Z?, 7 must lie on the urnp segment of H. Being geodetic, G 
contains a y-7 geodesic W of length less than 12)/2. Since the u,-y section of 
Q, and the u,-y section of Q2 are geodesics and the segments of H are 
suspended geodesics, the geodesic W must consist of a y-u, geodesic P and 
the up-jr section of the u,-ui segment of H. 
Further consider a 3-geodesic round CjP whose sides are the up-uj segment 
of H, the uJ-y section of Q,, and the y-u, geodesic P. As Cj,, is 
nondegenerate and contains a suspended side, it is odd (by Lemma l(b)) and 
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thus (by Theorem 1) Cjp is geodetically closed in G. Exactly similar 
arguments show that the 3-geodesic round C,i whose sides are the u,-ui 
segment of H, the u,-y section of Q, and the path P, is geodetically closed in 
G, too. 
Let u be the last vertex of the y-u, geodesic P which belongs to Q, U Q2. 
Then we see that the union of the three geodetically closed (in G) 3-geodesic 
rounds C,, Cj,, , and Cpi is a geodetically closed subgraph G, of G 
homeomorphic to K, with the basic vertices ui, uj, u,, and v. Let H, be the 
subgraph of H consisting of the segments uruj, u,-up, and up-ui. Pulling of 
H in G induces pulling of H, in G, which results by Lemma 5 in a geodetic 
graph G1, But the internally disjoint x-y geodesics Q, and Q, will appear 
also in G,. This contradiction shows that the Case 3(b) is not possible. 
Case 3(c) (see Fig. 5~). The vertex x lies on a segment “Il-z$q, Q 1 has the 
form x-li,-u^,u,y, and Q2 is of the form ~--~~-fi~u,-y. As H is geodetic 
(Lemma 3), both the cycles Z, = a,-c,-1;,-6i and Z, = u^,-li,-u^,-u^, are odd 
(Theorem C). The cycle Q, Q;’ is even and therefore the cycle Z consisting 
of the u^,-y section of Q,, y-zij section of Q;‘, and the ii,+.?, segment of a, 
must be even (because Q, Q;’ = Z, + Z, + Z (mod 2)). Further, the cycle Z 
of G consisting of the ui-y section of Q-i, y-uj section of Q;i, and the uJ-ui 
segment of H is of the same length as Z and hence is even. We see that Z is 
a nondegenerate 3-geodesic round with the basic vertices ui, y, uj, and the 
side U,-Ui is suspended (in G). But this contradicts Lemma l(b) and hence 
neither the Case 3(c) is possible. Q.E.D. 
4. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
1. The generalization of pulling discussed here produces not only 
the class of geodetic blocks constructed in Cook and Pryce [5], but also 
several further geodetic graphs. For example, the construction of a G*(s) 
from a geodetic block G and its decomposition into mutually edge-disjoint 
complete subgraphs F, ,..., F,, described in Parthasarathy and Srinivasan 
[ 131 and mentioned already in the Introduction, can be obtained as follows: 
(1) We insert 2s new vertices into every edge of G and obtain a geodetic 
block G, (this is a special case of a G*(S) but its geodeticity can be verified 
very easily). (2) Denote by H, ,..., H, the subgraphs of G, corresponding to 
F 1 ,-**, F,, respectively. Clearly, every Hi is a suspended homeomorph of the 
complete graph Fi and fulfills the strong triangle inequality. Therefore we 
can pull H, in G, to obtain a G,, ; H, changes to a &, which can be pulled in 
G, to obtain a 6, and a A, ; then we can pull A, in 6,) etc. Totally pulling 
is done s times and we obtain a geodetic graph G,. We see that Hz,..., H, 
remain also in G, and therefore we can choose H,, and by s pullings obtain 
from G, a geodetic graph G, and so on. The last constructed geodetic graph 
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2,. is obviously the desired G*(s). However, all intermediate graphs Gi, di, 
Gi,..., are geodetic too and so, the operation of pulling produces many new 
geodetic graphs. 
2. If a geodetic graph G contains a suspended subgraph F 
homeomorphic to a complete graph, but F does not fulfill the strong triangle 
inequality, we can insert 2k new vertices (k 2 1) into every edge of G and 
then pulling will be applicable. 
3. One can easily verify that pulling does not increase the diameter. 
But sometimes the diameter of G can be less than that of G (e.g., if G is the 
cycle of length 9, then diam(G) = 4 and diam(d) = 3). 
4. Every geodetic block known from the literature is either a 
geodetic block of diameter at most 2 (see [ 18]), or can be constructed from 
these by using (repeatedly if necessary) the following three operations: (1) 
inserting 2k new vertices into every edge (see [ 17 and 13]), (2) pulling a 
homeomorph of a complete graph (the operation studied in this paper), and 
(3) extending some vertices [lo] (the operation mentioned at the end of 
Sect. 1). Nevertheless, we believe that there exist very many geodetic blocks 
undiscovered till now. 
5. In a recent paper by Parthasarathy and Srinivasan [ 141 an upper 
bound is obtained for the number of edges in a geodetic block as a function 
of the number of vertices and the diameter. 
6. Bridgland [4] presents several structural results on geodetic 
graphs. For example, he proves that the clique graph of the clique graph of G 
is isomorphic to G whenever G is an incomplete geodetic block. 
7. Besides papers on geodetic graphs there are also a few results on 
(analogously defined) geodetic digraphs and geodetic migraphs (mixed 
graphs): Bosik [2 and 31; Gassman et al. [6]; Hit [8 and 91. 
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